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In this report we advance the hypothesis that multifunctional systems may be associated with
multifunnel potential and free energy landscapes, with particular focus on biomolecules. We
compare systems that exhibit single, double, and multiple competing structures, and contrast
multifunnel landscapes associated with misfolded amyloidogenic oligomers, which presumably
do not arise as an evolutionary target. In this context, intrinsically disordered proteins could
be considered intrinsically multifunctional molecules, associated with multifunnel landscapes.
Potential energy landscape theory enables biomolecules to be treated in a common framework
together with self-organising and multifunctional systems based on inorganic materials, atomic
and molecular clusters, crystal polymorphs, and soft matter.
1 Introduction
The field of protein science underwent dramatic transformations with the groundbreaking ex-
periments of Sanger [1] and Kendrew, [2] characterising the sequence of insulin and the three-
dimensional structure of myoglobin, respectively. New questions were raised by in vitro studies
on the refolding of ribonuclease. [3] When treated with a chemical denaturant facilitating the
cleavage of all disulphide bonds, the resulting denatured conformation contained no evidence
of its native structure. However, when the denaturant was removed the protein spontaneously
refolded. Anfinsen hypothesised that the ‘three-dimensional structure of a native protein in its
normal physiological milieu is the one in which the Gibbs free energy of the whole system is its
lowest,’ now known as the Thermodynamic Hypothesis. [4–6] It follows from the Thermodynamic
Hypothesis that the native conformation of the protein is determined entirely by its amino acid
sequence in thermodynamic equilibrium.
Given that protein structure is governed by the amino acid sequence, Levinthal showed how
improbable it would be for a protein to fold to its free energy minimum by sampling all possible
amino acid conformations. He explained further that even if the dimensionality of the problem
was reduced (e.g. by considering only the backbone and side-chain rotations), the time taken
to fold by a random search would be unrealistically long. [7] This dilemma, commonly known
as Levinthal’s Paradox, has been extensively reviewed. [8;9] While Levinthal was not able to
reconcile theory and experiment, he was amongst the first to pioneer a number of important
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ideas, including computational studies of protein folding [10] and discussions on the existence of
special folding pathways. [11]
Levinthal’s thoughts on protein folding propelled subsequent discussions on the theory, and
many of the models developed in the next three decades aimed to reconcile the apparent para-
dox, often based on the notion was that there must be some simplified mechanism explaining
how proteins fold. In the present contribution we discuss how Levinthal’s Paradox fits into the
broader context of self-organising, or structure-seeking systems, and show how this perspective
can be extended to the more recent descriptions of double- and multifunnel systems.
The observation of ‘magic number’ atomic and molecular clusters, crystallisation, and for-
mation of mesoscopic structures such as virus capsids, highlights the feasibility of events that
appear to be statistically implausible in terms of random searches. [12;13] The common principle
that unifies our understanding of structure-seeking lies in the organisation of the underlying
potential energy surface as a kinetic transition network with funnelling characteristics, where
relaxation is effectively guided energetically downhill into a single structural ensemble. The
ability to explore, sample, and calculate observable properties from this potential energy land-
scape provides the foundations for a theoretical framework that now extends beyond single
funnels to double funnel [14–17] (§7.2) and multifunnel (§7.3) systems with multifunctional ca-
pabilities. [18;19] The evolution of these ideas is discussed below after we first summarise some
of the experimental and computational approaches that have been developed to interrogate
the properties of biomolecules. These sections are intended to provide some background for
non-specialists, not a detailed review.
2 Overview of Experimental Techniques
2.1 Protein folding initiation methods
Protein folding is usually initiated from the denatured state. This process involves perturbing
the prevailing conditions to produce a non-equilibrium ensemble, which can then relax to a new
equilibrium state.
Rapid mixing-based methods, namely stopped-flow [20–24] and quenched-flow, [25–27] are his-
torically the most common techniques employed to trigger protein folding. Generally, a dena-
turing agent is first used to unfold the protein. The protein-denaturant solution is then diluted
by rapidly mixing a buffer that favours folding. Rapid-mixing techniques are appealing, since
no chemical alterations need to be made to the protein under investigation. However, these
methods suffer from limited time resolution due to the inherent dead times of the mixing ap-
paratus, which can be on the order of milliseconds, compared to the fastest folding events that
occur in nanoseconds or microseconds.
Alternatives, such as the continuous-flow technique, [28–30] offer an improvement in time
resolution, with dead times in the microsecond regime. Faster folding events, which occur in
the early stages of folding, cannot be probed using these approaches. Nonetheless, rapid mixing-
based methods have been instrumental in probing folding intermediates, particularly molten
globules, as well as providing evidence in support of early secondary structure formation during
folding.
Laser-induced temperature jumps are widely used to study protein folding events on the
sub-millisecond time scale; initiated from cold- and heat-denatured states, as well as from
folded states. [31–41] For example, significant lowering of the temperature below physiological
values leads to protein unfolding, [42–44] and refolding may then be initiated by a rapid jump
in temperature from the cold-denatured state. The observed kinetics are a combination of
the forward and backward rates for this process, [45] and can be used to determine folding
time scales. Short laser pulses can excite the infrared (IR) vibrational modes of water, which
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generally relax on the picosecond time scale, to produce a ultra-fast jump in temperature.
The rapid temperature jump destabilises the denatured state and the protein subsequently
refolds, allowing the study of fast folding events, such as secondary structure formation. Studies
employing laser-induced temperature jump techniques were among the first to provide time-
resolved structural dynamics for the helix-coil transition [34] and β-hairpin formation. [33]
Complementary to temperature-induced folding, rapid changes in pressure can also induce
protein folding or unfolding. [46–49] Generally, proteins denature under high pressures and may
relax to the native state following a negative jump. Pressure perturbations can significantly
alter the rate constant for folding; thus, reductions in the folding rate, via appropriate pressure
jumps, can be employed to stabilise folding intermediates and characterise them. [50;51] Microsec-
ond timescales for folding are accessible, [52] and observed mechanisms can be compared and
contrasted to temperature-jump results. [53]
Another means of initiating protein folding is via rapid electron transfer. This method is
particularly useful in studies involving redox-active proteins, such as cytochrome c. [54;55] Photo-
induced ligand dissociation may also be utilised to trigger protein folding. Carbon monoxide
(CO) is known to bind to the haem group of proteins such as myoglobin and cytochrome c
and lead to unfolding. Rapid photolysis of the CO ligand causes the proteins to refold. [56;57]
Since the dissociation can occur on the sub-picosecond time scale, this technique is very useful in
probing relatively fast folding events on a microsecond time scale. [58] Amore generally applicable
approach is to engineer a photo-trigger into the protein, which can stabilise the unfolded state,
and then be photo-cleaved irreversibly to initiate folding. [59;60] Conversely, reversible folding is
achieved using photo-switches that initiate folding via photo-induced isomerisation. [61;62]
Mechanical force can also be employed to control protein folding. Atomic force microscopy [63;64]
and optical tweezers [65;66] facilitate single-molecule protein folding studies, which are generally
not possible using other techniques. The Jarzynski equality [67–69] relates the free energy dif-
ference between two states and the irreversible work done on the system along a trajectory
connecting them. Hummer and Szabo showed that this equality can be extended [70;71] to a
Liouville-type equation, e.g. describing systems evolving according to diffusion, Newtonian,
Langevin, or Metropolis Monte Carlo dynamics, using the Feynman-Kac theorem. Based on
their results, the free energy surface of a molecule can sometimes be reconstructed from sin-
gle molecule manipulation experiments using atomic force microscopy or optical tweezers. For
example, such calculations can be based on the cantilever positions in the experiment, and
the resulting pulling curves. The theory can be applied to obtain kinetic data from experi-
ments, [72] intrinsic rates, activation free energies, [73] and parameters defined with the framework
of Kramers’ theory. [74] Although the resolution is limited by Brownian motion, time resolution
in the microsecond regime can been achieved. [75]
While these methods probe the dynamics of protein folding by introducing non-equilibrium
into the system, it is noteworthy that information about the folding process may also be
collected under steady-state conditions, where a short equilibration time is introduced. In
experiment, this is achieved through variations in temperature or concentration of chemical
denaturants. In Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), [76;77] the heat capacity is recorded
as a function of temperature and compared to a sample with no phase transition in the ob-
served range. The differential between the observed heat capacities provides information about
unfolding/folding events. DSC can be used on complex samples, such as blood plasma [78]
or cerebrospinal fluid, [79] providing insight for in vitro behaviour of proteins. Measuring the
conformational stability of proteins with respect to denaturing agents, such as urea or guani-
dine hydrochloride, yields solvent denaturation curves. [80–82] Key applications of these mea-
surements have been the study of contributions to the stability of folded proteins, especially
the importance of hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen-bonds, [83] and the interpretation of
equilibrium-folding models. [84]
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2.2 Structural and kinetic probes
Pioneering work by Kendrew and colleagues in deciphering the structure of myoglobin via X-ray
crystallography [2] ushered in a new era of protein discovery. Although the spacial resolution of
the initial X-ray crystal structure was low (approximately 6 A˚), the details suggested that an
intricate connection existed between protein structure and function. Subsequent X-ray struc-
tures for haemoglobin, [85] lysozyme, [86] and ribonuclease, [87;88] among other proteins, further
elucidated this connection. To date, X-ray crystallography has been the most extensively used
technique to determine protein structure, [89] accounting for over 80% of protein entries in the
Protein Data Bank (PDB). The main challenge of this technique is in obtaining single crystals
for X-ray diffraction. Membrane proteins, multidomain proteins that consist of flexible linkers,
and intrinsically disordered proteins, are often difficult to crystallise, prohibiting characterisa-
tion by traditional X-ray diffraction. Furthermore, only a static representation of the protein
is achieved, and the conformation adopted in solution may differ from the crystal structure.
As an extension to this method, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), has been successfully
applied to provide time-resolved structural data for proteins in solution, albeit at lower spacial
resolution. [90–97]
Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) uses the interactions of electrons with biomolecules to
create images, as in transmission electron microscopy, but the system is kept at cryogenic tem-
peratures. [98] This technique provides atomic resolution for biomolecules close to their phys-
iological environments, [99;100] as the freezing happens rapidly, prohibiting rearrangements as
observed in crystallisation.
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy provides a wealth of information for pro-
tein folding, [101–104] for example on the secondary structure, from backbone chemical shifts, [105]
and on exchange rates from line broadening [106] and relaxation dispersion techniques [107] em-
ploying multidimensional NMR. [108] These procedures are commonly used to probe protein
dynamics in the µs to ms regime. [109]
Scalar coupling constants and 1H-1H cross peaks (COSY and NOESY) provide local distance
constraints, and are particularly useful for structural characterisation of the folded state. [103;110]
NMR spectra for partially folded states suffer from poor dispersion of 1H and 13C resonances,
and therefore fewer NMR restraints are available for structural characterisation. [111] Two-
dimensional 1H-15N NMR correlation spectroscopy techniques, such as heteronuclear single
quantum coherence spectroscopy (HSQC), [112] provide reasonably dispersed spectra for these
states, and 15N relaxation data can be used to quantify backbone motion. [111] Amide hydrogen-
exchange techniques coupled with NMR are particularly useful for probing partially folded
states. [113]
The determination of backbone configurations (helical axis/backbone curvature) and the rel-
ative orientation of multi-domains in larger proteins may be investigated using residual dipolar
coupling (RDC). [114;115] RDCs have also been used to probe the structure and dynamics of
unfolded [116] and intrinsically disordered [117] proteins.
In chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) [118] experiments, different relaxation time
scales in biomolecular systems are exploited. The solvent molecules in the bulk exhibit differ-
ent relaxation behaviour due to their essentially homogeneous environments, while the solvent
molecules interacting with the solute relax according to solvent-solute interactions. This differ-
ence allows the observation of exchange rates between occupied states, [119] even for states with
low occupancy. Analysis of the potential energy landscape for one particular example, namely
the metabolite creatine, revealed a clear separation of configurations corresponding to proton
transfer from zwitterionic creatine to water. [120] Finally, for membrane proteins and amyloid
fibrils, solid state NMR spectroscopy can be used. [121]
Another useful technique for probing both equilibrium and kinetic aspects of protein folding
(and unfolding) in solution is circular dichroism (CD), [122–127] which is based on the difference
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in absorption of right- and left-handed circularly polarised light by optically active molecules.
The resolution of CD spectroscopy is low, but it is a fast method, which can be used in solution
with variable pH, temperature and salinity. The method allows access to information about
the secondary and tertiary structure, [123;124] and can be used to monitor structural changes,
providing insight into folding mechanisms and stability [128] and folding intermediates. [129] Fur-
thermore, it can quantify structural changes in related proteins (e.g. mutants), [130;131] and follow
conformational transitions in proteins that are prone to misfolding and aggregation, [132] such
as amylin [133–135] and β-amyloid. [136–138]
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is another well-established technique for investigating protein
structure and dynamics, [139;140] requiring moderate effort, no labelling, and yielding high tempo-
ral resolution (below 1µs). [141–143] While complete structure prediction is challenging, techniques
such as difference IR spectroscopy are very useful in detecting conformational changes, and are
often employed to probe reaction sites (e.g. in enzyme-substrate interactions), folding interme-
diates, and protein flexibility in general. [139;140] Two-dimensional infrared spectroscopy offers
significant improvements for probing protein conformational dynamics on the sub-picosecond
time scale, since vibrational modes are extremely sensitive. [144] Along with Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), [145] this technique has been instrumental in probing protein mis-
folding and aggregation, providing key insight into the evolution of various neurological disor-
ders. [146] As a complementary technique to IR spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy also provides
highly sensitive signatures for the secondary and tertiary structure of proteins. [147;148]
Fluorescence techniques to interrogate protein folding [40;149;150] either exploit native [151;152]
or non-native fluorescence. [153] The quantum yields of fluorescent probes are extremely sensitive
to the local environments and mobility, and fluorescence provides a high time resolution. In
standard fluorescence studies, detailed structural characterisation is inhibited due to the inher-
ent local nature of signals. Hence, these studies are most useful when performed in conjunction
with other techniques, such as FTIR, CD and NMR.
Alternative approaches, namely Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) [154;155] and fluo-
rescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), [156] provide more direct spacial information. In FRET
studies, coupling effects between donor and acceptor fluorescent pairs are used to characterise
protein folding events in terms of the corresponding distance. [157] FRET has been used in in-
teraction studies of proteins, [158] in single-molecule protein folding studies, [159–161] and even in
vivo. [162] FCS enables relaxation times to be computed.
3 Overview of Computer Simulations
Protein folding simulations can probe atomistic details of the folding process not amenable
to most experimental techniques; in particular, high spacial (distance) and temporal (fastest
motions) resolutions are achievable. The accuracy of protein simulations depends largely on the
form and parameters of the energy functions used to represent the protein and the surrounding
environment, and the sampling of conformational space. These factors are intrinsically linked to
the available computing hardware, which can limit the length scales and duration of computer
investigations.
3.1 Protein simulation techniques
The most basic protein simulations focus primarily on refining experimental structures, where
model coordinates are derived mainly from X-ray crystallography studies. [10;163–165] The earliest
study employed coordinate fitting procedures (model building) to refine atomic coordinates. [163]
Subsequent refinement procedures sought to minimise the potential energy of the system with
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respect to the Cartesian coordinates. In one treatment, Levitt and Lifson [164] defined the po-
tential energy as a function of the bond lengths, bond angles, dihedral angles, and non-bonded
pairs, along with a constraint term, which ensured that the deviations of the atomic coordinates
from experiment were kept to a minimum. Equilibrium bond lengths and angles were obtained
from X-ray structures of small molecules, and torsional parameters were taken from the Ra-
machandran plot. These types of coordinate refinement procedures were used to optimise the
geometries of single-domain globular proteins [164–166] and to compute the conformational pref-
erences of side-chains. [167;168] Alternative energy minimisation procedures perturbed internal
coordinates (dihedral angles) to search for lower energy structures. [169]
These initial studies shed light on the complexity of the conformational space and revealed
that, even in the vicinity of the native state, proteins exhibited significant conformational
heterogeneity. [170] To achieve better conformational sampling, Levitt and Warshel introduced
a coarse-grained representation for proteins [171] consisting of the Cα atom and the centroid of
the side-chain. The key assumption was that a separation of time scales exists, permitting
time-averaging of short-range motion without significantly affecting the folding process. They
proposed that in the early stages of folding, long-range forces played a central role in restricting
the conformational space by directing protein collapse. [171]
Monte Carlo (MC) methods have also been extensively applied to proteins. [172] Although
these techniques do not probe protein dynamics directly, they can provide valuable informa-
tion about the topography of the folding space. Exploration of conformational space with MC
methods has been used extensively in conjunction with lattice models. [173–175] Although simpli-
fied, lattice models of proteins played an important role in shaping the free energy landscape
view of protein folding. In 1994, Hao and Scheraga [176] suggested that folding may involve a
first-order transition between the native state and the unfolded protein. In the same year, Socci
and Onuchic [177] used lattice models to classify polypeptides as either good- or non-folding se-
quences, where good folders exhibit a folding temperature that exceeds a hypothetical glass
transition temperature.
Atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) is probably the most commonly used technique to
simulate proteins. [178–180] Due to limited computing power, early MD work [181–183] often probed
motion in the neighbourhood of the native state, which was employed to refine X-ray/NMR
structures. In 1981, Northrup et al. reported that B factors measured in X-ray crystallography
studies showed good agreement with the mean-square fluctuations of atoms in MD simula-
tions. [183] The stability of hydrogen-bonds was also directly related to proton exchange rates in
NMR studies, and the role of hydrogen-bonding in the folded state was investigated at high spa-
cial resolution. [182] Additionally, to achieve greater computing efficiency, NOE distances were
used as constraints for structure prediction from extended states. [184]
Advances over the past two decades in computational hardware, software, and the un-
derlying theory have enabled MD simulation to access increasingly long timescales. [185] The
D. E. Shaw Research group has developed a custom supercomputer, Anton, which contains
chips specifically designed for MD calculations. [186] In 2010, Shaw and coauthors reported a
1ms simulation of the 58-residue bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) protein in the
folded state. For comparison, the first protein MD simulation was performed on the same
system by McCammon, Gelin, and Karplus in 1977 [181] for a duration of 3.2 ps. Advances in
distributed computing in platforms, such as Folding@home, [187] IBM BlueGene, [188] and GPU-
GRID, [189] have also extended accessible timescales for MD.
The hardware and software advances described above have generated protein folding datasets
from atomistic MD with multiple folding and unfolding events. [190–193] In particular, Lindorff-
Larsen et al. [193] reported MD simulations of twelve small fast-folding proteins with a variety of
secondary structure combinations, [194] and these datasets have been used for many subsequent
analyses. [195–198]
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3.2 Enhanced sampling of protein conformational space
The barriers associated with folding can be high enough so that in a typical simulation the
frequency at which the system acquires sufficient energy to cross them is low. Hence, folding
can be regarded as a ‘rare event’, and standard simulations can be trapped in a local region of
configuration space, a situation referred to as broken ergodicity. To achieve improved sampling
numerous MC/MD based algorithms and protocols have been proposed.
A common way to address broken ergodicity is the introduction of a bias into the sim-
ulation, such as an elevated temperature. This approach drives unfolding and probes the
corresponding variation in structure and dynamics. Similarly, pressure variations, low pH, and
denaturants can be used to unfold proteins and to study the effects of solvent on protein de-
naturation. [199;200] For example, MD simulations were able to probe, in atomistic detail, the
disruption of hydrogen-bonds in proteins by water during denaturation. [201] However, questions
have been raised on the extent to which the principle of microscopic reversibility would hold
under such non-equilibrium conditions, and on how much information about the reverse pro-
cess (folding) can be inferred from unfolding. [202] Furthermore, while elevated temperatures
increase the likelihood of overcoming high energy barriers, they reduce the sampling in lower
energy regions.
Replica exchange methods (REMs), specifically parallel tempering (PT) approaches, [203;204]
provide a powerful enhanced sampling framework. Here, multiple independent copies of the
system are simulated at different temperatures via MC [203] or MD sampling. [204] Exchanges
between replicas are attempted after some fixed interval (MC steps or MD time steps), or alter-
natively, the temperatures of adjacent copies may be swapped. The temperature distribution
should be chosen to allow a uniform acceptance probability over the range of temperatures
in the simulation, and a geometric progression has been found to fulfil this criterion. [205] Fur-
ther analysis based on the potential energy landscape perspective enables optimal temperature
spacings to be estimated under general conditions. [206]
The high temperature replicas are more likely to overcome energy barriers, providing a
better global sampling, while the low temperature replicas provide more detailed local sam-
pling. Due to exchange between replicas, the trajectories are discontinuous. As a result the
system does not obey a master equation. Nonetheless, replica exchange MD (REMD), [204] in
particular, has been applied to study a wide range of protein systems, including small peptides
in explicit/implicit solvent, [207–209] amyloid-forming proteins, [210;211] and chaperones. [212] REMs
can also take advantage of parallel computing and have also been adapted to run on distributed
computing, as in multiplexed-REMD. [213]
A more direct form of biasing involves umbrella sampling. [214] Here a biasing potential
(umbrella) is added and changes along a predefined coordinate, to direct sampling towards
specific regions. The first protein studies employing umbrella sampling were published in the
1980s, [215;216] for example probing slow conformational changes in proteins. [215] Free energy
surfaces based on the biased simulations (potential of mean force) can be derived using the
weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM). [217;218] This analysis may retain some artefacts
of the bias if convergence is not reached for each histogram. [219] Newer methods [219–223] overcome
this problem by including kinetic information from the simulation.
During the 1990s Brooks and colleagues [224–228] presented several studies using an analo-
gous biased-sampling technique, which they used to study peptides in solution. Other related
approaches, which probe the free energy via biased potentials, include metadynamics, [229–231]
steered MD, [232;233] and targeted MD. [234;235] The latter two methods may be useful for studying
protein-ligand binding (and unbinding) and the effects of mechanical force on protein structure,
similar to AFM experiments. Alternatively, energy ranges may be used to focus the sampling,
as in the multicanonical [236;237] and Wang-Landau [238] approaches.
Two key drawbacks are generally encountered in biased simulations. First, the choice of a
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reaction coordinate or collective variables may introduce systematic errors. [239] Furthermore,
the bias leads to an alteration of the landscape itself. The elongation of amyloid fibrils pro-
vides an illustrative example. Bacci et al. [240] showed that some features encountered in high
temperature unfolding, [241] replica exchange MD, [242] and umbrella sampling [243] were at least
partly introduced by the methods used. Zheng et al. [244] compared simulations with and with-
out biasing for the elongation process and encountered significant differences. As discussed in
§6, simulation methodology based on geometry optimisation to explore the potential energy
landscape is largely complementary to the techniques discussed so far. Using this approach
it was shown that the landscape for fibril elongation is multifunneled in character, [245] which
means that biasing schemes are likely to average over regions of configuration space that are
actually separated by relatively high barriers. This problem is associated with low-dimensional
projections of the landscape, [246–254] and necessitates careful interpretation of the corresponding
results. Despite this caveat, the studies using biased setups [241–243] were successful in providing
important data to improve our understanding of the elongation process.
The second set of methods that is commonly employed to study energy landscapes, alluded
to above, is based on a master equation and is discussed in §6. The configuration space is
partitioned into a number of distinct states, and reactive trajectories that connect them are
analysed.
Sampling schemes that produce the energy density of states provide access to the free energy
via the partition function. The last techniques that we will mention here are nested sampling,
introduced by Skilling, [255] and basin-sampling. [256] Nested sampling has been applied to a va-
riety of problems, including hard spheres, [257] atomic clusters, [258] phase diagrams, [259–261] and
even quantum partition functions. [262] Superposition enhanced nested sampling (SENS) [263]
combines the efficiency of global optimisation techniques in the low energy region of the land-
scape with nested sampling for the high energy regions. The same philosophy underpins the
basin-sampling approach, where a two-dimensional density of states is defined, and fitted to
a model anharmonic form for bins in the potential energy distribution of local minima. [256]
Evaluating the efficiency of such methods for biomolecules could lead to further advances in
tackling broken ergodicity.
4 Models of protein folding
Sequential and nucleation models were among the first suggestions for how proteins fold. The
premiss of these theories was that since the volume of the configuration space is so large, there
must be some initial event or unique sequence of events that leads to folding, thus reducing the
subsequent number of possibilities. Levinthal considered the case for specific folding pathways,
which might guide the protein from the denatured state to the folded state. [11] In the Coopera-
tive Sequential Model [264] it was argued that, in addition to following a unique pathway, protein
folding is initiated by a nucleation event. A similar model was proposed by Wetlaufer, the Nu-
cleation Model, [265] in which the rate of folding depends on the formation of an initial nucleus.
The subsequent growth was suggested to occur either by adding neighbouring residues (fast
kinetics) or distal residues (slow kinetics). In subsequent nucleation-based models, namely the
Stagewise Mechanism [266] and the Cluster Model, [267] it was proposed that there exist multiple
nucleation sites (so-called ‘centres of crystallisation’ or clusters) along the polypeptide chain,
which eventually merge or collapse to produce the native structure.
Around the same time, Karplus and Weaver presented arguments for the Diffusion-Collision
Model, [268–270] where protein folding begins with the formation of transient segments of sec-
ondary structure, or microdomains. The authors suggested that if microdomains were made
up of a small number of amino acids, the protein could efficiently sample all the available
conformations for a given microdomain, thereby avoiding Levinthal’s paradox. Once formed,
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microdomains were supposed to move diffusively and collide with each other. The rate-limiting
step was attributed to the formation of microdomain intermediates, produced when collisions
lead to coalescence. Unlike classical nucleation models, the Diffusion-Collision model provided
recipes for extracting quantitative information about the folding process; for example, formula-
tions for the folding rate were derived based on the physical properties of the microdomains. [270]
In the Noninteracting Local Structure Model, [271] a statistical mechanical approach to the
protein folding problem was taken. A local structure was defined as a continuous segment of
the polypeptide chain that adopted an equivalent conformation in the native structure. An
important element of the model is that the interactions between local structures are assumed
to be negligible. Additionally, the free energy of a given local structure is estimated from
the atomic coordinates of the native configuration, thus providing a means of computing the
partition function. This simplified model was used to demonstrate how protein folding might
proceed by first forming local structures, which subsequently grow or merge (Growth-Merge
Model) [271] to yield the native structure.
Kim and Baldwin described the Framework Model [272] for protein folding, as experimental
evidence suggested the existence of folding intermediates that contained significant secondary
structure. Consequently, the authors argued that during folding, hydrogen-bonded secondary
structure is formed first, followed by tertiary interactions. Hence, in the Framework Model, it
was suggested that stable secondary structure formed independently of tertiary structure.
Another proposed mechanism by Dill attributed protein folding to a driving force from the
association of hydrophobic residues to avoid contact with the solvent, the Hydrophobic Collapse
Model. [273] The protein would undergo rapid collapse around the hydrophobic side-chains and
then fold slowly, from the compact intermediate to the native state. In this scenario, the
intermediate contains little secondary structure, in direct contrast to the Framework Model. [272]
Finally, in the Nucleation-Condensation Model, [274] arguments for two-state folding without
folding intermediates were presented. Unlike earlier nucleation models, in which the nucleus
was defined as a small incipient localised region, in this model the nucleus was assumed to be
large and diffuse, and emerged in the transition state. Thus, the nucleus would correspond to
the best-formed interactions in the transition state, and be stabilised by both local and long-
range interactions. Moreover, in nucleation-condensation, secondary and tertiary interactions
occur simultaneously, leading to a two-state folding process.
The preceding models, though not an exhaustive list, provide a summary of how ideas
evolved in the field of protein folding after Anfinsen’s experiments. Although the initial im-
petus was to resolve Levinthal’s paradox, many of the later theories sought to account for
more detailed experimental observations. However, to derive a theoretical framework capable
of explaining self-organisation in general requires a more fundamental perspective, as we dis-
cuss below in §4.1 and §5. In principle, observable properties including structure, dynamics,
and thermodynamics, are encoded in the underlying potential energy surface. Developing the
potential energy landscape as both a conceptual and a computational tool has enabled us to
understand how emergent properties depend upon the organisation of the landscape, and to
explain how efficient relaxation to a single well-defined structure or structural ensemble can
arise. In this context, naturally occurring biomolecules that have evolved to fulfil a single func-
tion take their place alongside systems such as ‘magic number’ clusters of atoms and molecules,
which are selected by their special stability under evolution in specific conditions, such as
molecular beams. [12;13] The ability to visualise the structure of the landscape via disconnectiv-
ity graphs [14;275] enabled such systems to be identified with single funnel motifs (§7.1). More
recently, this paradigm has been extended to associate multifunctional systems with multifun-
nel landscapes. [18;19] Once again, we find that nature has already exploited this design principle
in evolved biomolecules.
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4.1 Free energy landscapes
Initial considerations of free energy landscapes for proteins came from analogies suggested by
glassy systems. [56;276] To quantify this idea, Bryngelson and Wolynes formulated a Hamiltonian
based on spin-glass models [277] to describe energetic frustration, [278] defined in terms of compet-
ing low-lying minima separated by large barriers compared to the relevant thermal energy. This
approach led to the principle of minimal frustration for naturally occurring proteins, based on
the intuition that folded structures have secondary and tertiary interactions satisfying a wide
range of packing and bonding requirements and that favourable contacts are optimised in the
native state. A similar idea was used by Go¯ in early models of protein folding, [279] and a clear
visualisation was later obtained by comparing the landscape for a model protein [280;281] with
the corresponding Go¯ model. [282]
The organisation of the protein free energy landscape requires us to consider structural
ensembles with similar configurations and energies. The folding process can then be seen as a
progressive organisation of ensembles. The key principles that circumvent Levinthal’s paradox
are that, under physiological conditions, (1) the free energy of the folded state is lower than
the denatured state, (2) all states are not equally probable, and (3) the free energy landscape
is inherently biased towards the native state.
Diverse conformations with comparable energies are accessible in the unfolded state, leading
to a high internal entropy. Conversely, in the folded state inter- and intramolecular interactions
are generally stabilising, and there are smaller fluctuations in structure, corresponding to re-
duced configurational entropy. Protein folding therefore corresponds to the molecular analogue
of a first-order phase transition, as the balance of contributions to free energy changes with
temperature, a scenario anticipated by Mirsky and Pauling. [283]
Bryngelson and Wolynes suggested that the protein free energy landscape exhibits two fun-
nels: [278] one based on entropy, containing the unfolded states, the other favoured by enthalpy,
containing the native fold. In the denatured state, where the conformational entropy is high,
the free energy landscape is relatively flat. As the protein folds, formation of native contacts
leads to a thermodynamic barrier to unfolding, which limits the number of accessible conforma-
tions and guides dynamical trajectories downhill, in the direction of the free energy gradient.
As a result, the protein does not need to search the entire conformational space to locate the
native state.
From the perspective of kinetics, Leopold et al. interpreted the minimally frustrated free
energy landscape in terms of a set of kinetically convergent pathways, or ‘folding funnel’. [284]
This view provides a solution to the Levinthal paradox, and a physical basis for folding. [201;285] It
was suggested that funnelled free energy landscapes should be expected for naturally occurring
proteins, [286–288] as a natural consequence of evolution. Further work indicated that native
sequences are robust with respect to point mutations, [289] due to the existence of superfunnels
in sequence space centred around stable sequence. [290]
In contrast, a random polypeptide chain is not expected to have a well-defined folded state,
because random heteropolymers contain both stabilising (local) and destabilising (non-local)
contacts leading to energetic frustration. [278] In natural proteins we expect strong interactions
to be primarily native contacts, with few interactions opposing folding; hence there is minimal
energetic frustration. [278;291]
The free energy landscape may support many local minima, due to the interplay of entropic
and enthalpic terms. [286] The dynamics between various states will depend on the barriers and
the overall funnelled organisation. The barrier heights in various parts of the landscape dictate
whether intermediates accumulate during folding. [292] Additionally, formation of non-native
contacts (increased frustration) may lead to misfolded states, corresponding to deep wells on
the landscape that act as kinetic traps, slowing down folding. [284;285]
The notion of a free energy funnel is compatible with a variety of different mechanistic
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scenarios. For example, a uniform attraction of hydrophobic residues may favour rapid collapse
of the unfolded state into a compact globule (folding intermediate) that slowly rearranges
into the native state. Alternatively, local interactions along the chain may facilitate transient
secondary structure formation in the denatured state and eventual coalescence to the native
fold. Each process will have associated energetic and kinetic barriers, and the gradient of the
energy will depend on the relative stability of the denatured and folded states. However, the
free energy landscape model can be adopted to interpret the various folding scenarios, and to
account for the dynamics. [293] Descriptions based on the notion of more specific pathways [294;295]
are also compatible with the organisation of the free energy landscape as a folding funnel if
the pathway is recognised as an ensemble. [12;296–298] Here the ensemble would include analogous
steps through configurations with minor structural variations, such as rotation of irrelevant
side-chains, compatible with the essential mechanistic features.
Using Φ-value analysis, [299;300] Fersht showed that to describe folding accurately, the folding
transition state needs to be identified. [301] He explained that experiment and theory yield com-
plementary results if information about the transition state is used. [302] Subsequently, many
studies have shown that the free energy landscape perspective for biomolecular folding agrees
well with experimental observations. [303–306] These efforts include analysis of the free energy
landscape using atomic force microscopy [307;308] and fluorescence spectroscopy. [309]
The free energy landscape perspective can be extended to treat a wide variety of problems in
molecular and condensed matter science, beyond the applications to glassy systems and proteins
introduced above. Folding of nucleic acids such as RNA, [310] and misfolding associated with
disease, [311] provide important examples. Free energy landscapes for RNA folding have been
presented, [312–314] and some recent results based on potential energy landscapes are mentioned
in the following sections.
5 Potential Energy Landscapes
The free energy landscapes considered above in §4.1, and indeed all the observable properties of
molecular and condensed matter systems, are encoded at a fundamental level by the potential
energy landscape (PEL). It is the potential energy as a function of atomic coordinates that
defines structure, dynamics, and thermodynamics, in both classical and quantum mechanical
descriptions (within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation). The remainder of this report will
focus on this potential energy landscape perspective, which has been described in detail and
reviewed in a variety of articles. [12;13;253;315;316] Key aspects that arise in our discussion of self-
organisation and multifunctional systems will be revisited below.
The potential energy surface is directly involved in theory and calculations of molecular
properties through gradients, defining forces and dynamics, and the energy density of states
or the Boltzmann factor that appears in microcanonical and canonical partition functions.
Focusing attention on stationary points of the PEL, where the gradient vanishes, provides a
coarse-graining that provides a convenient framework in which to develop both conceptual and
computational tools. Characterising local minima, and the transition states that connect them
via steepest-descent pathways, provides tools for structure prediction (global optimisation),
enhanced sampling of thermodynamic properties, and rare event dynamics. Here we adopt
the geometrical definition of a transition state, as a stationary point with precisely one nega-
tive Hessian eigenvalue. [317] In this framework, sampling leads to a database of local minima
and transition states, which can be combined into a kinetic transition network, [251;253;318;319]
as discussed in §6. Thermodynamic and kinetic properties are extracted from the database
using the tools of statistical mechanics and unimolecular rate theory for the individual rate
constants associated with each transition state. [320;321] Most of the computational effort is in-
vested in the geometry optimisation procedures, especially the location of transition states
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(details can be found elsewhere [12;13;253;315;316]). In brief, we employ custom LBFGS [322] (lim-
ited memory Broyden, [323] Fletcher, [324] Goldfarb, [325] Shanno [326]) routines for minimisation, a
doubly-nudged [327] elastic band [328;329] (DNEB) algorithm to locate transition state candidates,
and hybrid eigenvector-following [330–333] to refine these candidates accurately.
Coarse-graining the landscape into stationary points provides a natural way to resolve the
thermodynamic and kinetic properties into well-defined components. In particular, the global
partition function, Z(T ), can be decomposed into contributions from the catchment basins of





and Zα(T ) includes a statistical weighting to account for permutation-inversion isomers. The
equilibrium occupation probability for structure α at temperature T is then peqα (T ) = Zα(T )/Z(T ),
which we use in §7. This approach can be formally exact, but is usually implemented using
a harmonic normal mode approximation for the vibrational densities of states. [12] In this case
Z(T ) includes landscape anharmonicity, which arises from the sum over different minima, but
not well anharmonicity for the individual contributions. Approximate treatments of well an-
harmonicity and quantum effects are available. [335;339–342]
The component partition functions can also be used to define free energies for the local
minima, which can be regrouped to construct free energy states corresponding to the temporal
resolution of the experimental setup of interest. [343] We elaborate on the dependence of free
energy upon observation time scale [344] in §7, below. Local free energies can also be used in
global optimisation procedures for structure prediction, to account directly for local tempera-
ture dependent effects. [345;346]
The following sections describe how the potential energy landscape approach, formulated
in terms of local minima and transition states, can be analysed as a kinetic transition network
(§6) and visualised to diagnose how the landscape encodes function. This framework could be
viewed as a new formulation of the structure-function paradigm, where the structure now refers
to the organisation of the potential energy landscape, rather than the molecular structure itself.
6 Kinetic Transition Networks and the Master Equation
Approach
To analyse the kinetics associated with a kinetic transition network we generally assume that
the local transition rates depend only on the current state, not the history of a trajectory.
This memoryless assumption corresponds to Markovian dynamics, and the resulting set of
linear kinetic equations for the flow of probability is known as a master equation. The master
equation approach has a long history in the field of chemical dynamics, [347;348] and provides
foundations for the methodology discussed in §6.1 and §6.2 below. We first consider networks
constructed from the computational potential energy landscape perspective described above
in §5, which is based on geometry optimisation. Coarse-graining the landscape into local
minima and the transition states that connect them provides a natural decomposition into
states, [12;349–351] which can be regrouped into sets of local minima with associated free energies
to account for local equilibration on short time scales. [343] Regrouping may also be necessary for
comparison with experiment, depending on resolution and how separate states are distinguished
operationally. Representing the dynamics in terms of discrete jumps between states also entails
approximations, which can be analysed in the context of a quasi-stationary distribution. [352]
The master equation has an analytical solution, but this direct approach encounters prob-
lems of efficiency and precision when the number of states is large, or the relaxation time scale
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of interest is slow, even when regrouping is employed. [353–355] Instead, phenomenological rates
can be extracted using kinetic Monte Carlo methods. [356–358] However, the most efficient ap-
proach is based on deterministic schemes to systematically eliminate states and renormalise the
waiting times and branching probabilities of the remaining nodes in the network. [359;360] For all
the rates extracted from static networks obtained by discrete path sampling (§6.1) reported in
the Examples (§8), deterministic graph transformation procedures were employed.
6.1 Discrete Path Sampling
The potential energy landscape is a high-dimensional surface, but it can be characterised by the
stationary points that it supports, in particular local minima and transition states. One possi-
bility for exploring an energy landscape is therefore given by characterising the local minima of
interest and the transition states between them. Discrete path sampling (DPS) [361;362] provides
a systematic framework to create and expand a database of local minima and transition states
that captures the essential properties of the potential energy landscape. A discrete path is
defined as a connected series of local minima and transition states that describe one way of
changing the conformation of a chemical system from a starting configuration, A, to a final
configuration, B, via a set of intervening minima, I. Each transition state connects two local
minima, which are located by following approximate steepest-descent pathways in the direction
of the eigenvector associated with the imaginary frequency normal mode of the transition state.
The principal objective of discrete path sampling is to create a kinetic transition network
(KTN), [251;363] from which it is possible to extract reactive pathways between different confor-
mational states and the corresponding rate constants. From discrete path sampling, structural,
mechanistic, thermodynamic and kinetic data can be obtained from simulation within one the-
oretical framework using statistical mechanics and unimolecular rate theory, [320;321] without
projection onto order parameters or the use of reaction coordinates. As the location of station-
ary points is based on geometry optimisation the sampling is largely independent of the height
of energy barriers and broken ergodicity can be overcome.
6.2 Methods Based on Explicit Dynamics
Another family of methods to treat rare events employs explicit dynamics, and many of these
schemes correspond to some form of transition path sampling (TPS). [239;364] Initially Pratt [365]
suggested using importance sampling to study rare event paths. Dellago et al. then developed
the original implementation of TPS by importance sampling of the pathway ensemble for dy-
namic trajectories that connect stable states. [239] The sampling is usually based on shooting
moves, [246;366] where a new path is found by creating a new trajectory shooting off a sampled
path. This methodology, which has been developed in various versions, can provide decorre-
lated paths representing the transition path ensemble. A more efficient method based on the
same ideas is transition interface sampling (TIS). [367–369] Instead of sampling the path ensem-
ble for the full distance between reactants and products, a number of intermediate transition
hypersurfaces are defined, and the sampling aims to identify the fluxes through these surfaces,
shortening the computational time required.
A related approach is provided by sampling weighted path ensembles. [370–372] Here, multiple
trajectories are simulated, and if unexplored regions of configuration space are encountered,
trajectories can spawn correctly weighted daughter trajectories. The method can treat equilib-
rium [373] and non-equilibrium processes, [371] and has recently been employed in protein-peptide
binding studies [374] and for processes involving multiple pathways. [375] The forward flux sam-
pling scheme can also treat rare events away from equilibrium. [376;377] Applications have been
presented for processes ranging from crystallisation [378] to genetic toggle switches. [379]
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Milestoning [380–383] again aims to sample transition paths. Here, a low-dimensional repre-
sentation of the reaction is divided into multiple short trajectories between milestones. Each
trajectory only samples a small part of the landscape and therefore large energy barriers can
be broken down into smaller contributions, which are easier to treat. From the short trajecto-
ries the probability of transitions between the milestones can be calculated, leading to reactive
fluxes from the stationary solution. Recently, milestoning has been applied to the anthrax
channel, showing that it can be used for large systems. [384]
The string method [385–387] is related to TPS and milestoning, and also attempts to find the
reactive paths. A reactive path may be restricted to a small space around an initial guess, and
its lower bound can be optimised to find the path within the subspace with the highest reactive
flux. This approach reduces the problem to finding the geodesic, and corresponds to minimising
the action along a parametrised path. The restrictions may be broadened adaptively to allow
for better sampling. In this formulation the string method is equivalent to adaptive milestoning,
maximising the global flux. The string method has been applied to biomolecules, [387–389] where
collective variables have been employed to increase efficiency. Another application involves
analysis of Markov state models (discussed below), [390] or use of the string path to obtain the
optimal position of the milestones for milestoning. [382;391;392]
6.3 Markov state models
Construction of kinetic transition networks from MD or MC simulations is often referred to
as Markov state modelling. Instead of running one long simulation, the goal here is to build
statistically robust models from numerous independent simulations. One way to connect inde-
pendent simulations is to model the system dynamics as Markovian; in other words, the future
dynamics of the system are a function only of the current description in configuration or phase
space, and not the history of the trajectory. [393–397] In 1983, Zwanzig suggested the use of a ki-
netic master equation to describe classical dynamics using a short memory approximation. [393]
This approach requires the projection of a system onto nonoverlapping cells spanning all of
phase space (i.e. onto characteristic functions). Zwanzig noted that if the cells are Markovian,
there is a ‘remarkably simple’ way to estimate transition rates between those cells.
Later, Zwanzig and coauthors used this approach to comment on Levinthal’s paradox using
an idealised approach. [398] In this study, protein states were represented by a list of binary
flags, representing whether each residue is in a correct or incorrect position. By biasing against
incorrect local positions, a much smaller search space is required than Levinthal’s paradox
assumes. In this initial study, the folded state, with all the residues correct, was treated as
a sink, and folding was considered irreversible. A later study extended this analysis to treat
reversible folding. [399]
Dividing phase space into cells such that transitions between them are approximately Marko-
vian provides another route to a linear master equation. [394–397] To create such a representation
from explicit MD simulation, trajectories are first decomposed into states, and a transition
probability matrix is then built for the coarse-grained representation. The transition matrix is
derived based on the observed transitions between the states, which are assumed to be history-
independent (i.e. Markovian). Hence, the resulting MSM encodes both the thermodynamics
and dynamics of the folding process. [400–403] This approach is well suited to exploit distributed
computing platforms, such as Folding@home, [187] but can also be applied to a single long tra-
jectory. However, since MSM analyses do not require that simulations are performed as a single
long trajectory, greater simulation times can be obtained from runs performed in parallel.
Results based on MSMs have been interpreted in terms of a hub-like character of the native
state, where the folded protein is generally accessible via multiple paths from the heterogeneous
unfolded state. [196;404] This observation seems to be consistent with the idea that the single
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funnel potential energy landscapes associated with structure-seeking systems (see §7.1 below)
may exhibit small-world properties, [343;405;406] where a randomly selected minimum is usually
connected to the global minimum via a relatively small number of transition states. [407] Such
characteristics have been associated with various biomolecules. [318;343;408;409] It was also shown
that non-native states play a crucial role in slowing down the folding rate, as previously reported
in experimental studies. [404] Voelz et al. [191] presented folding pathways for a millisecond-folder
modelled atomistically with implicit solvent. The estimated folding time of 1ms was in good
agreement with the experimental value of 1.5ms. Later, folding simulations of an 80-residue
protein were conducted at the atomic level with explicit solvent representation. [192] This study
further highlighted the power of the MSM technique in exploiting large amounts of MD data
to yield thermodynamic and dynamic insights on time and length scales much longer than the
conventional nanosecond to millisecond simulation limit.
In principle it is also possible to analyse the energy landscape by considering the generator
of the dynamics. [397;410–416] The eigenvalues of the generator can be grouped by their absolute
value, and the smallest set of eigenvalues corresponds to the slowest processes, which are usually
the focus of attention. Considering only the lowest M eigenvalues it is possible to reduce the
system to a Markov chain with M states. [417] However, the computation of the eigenvalues can
be numerically challenging. A case study for an atomic cluster used an existing database created
by discrete path sampling to test this approach [417] and associated transition path theory to
describe the underlying Markov chains. [410]
7 Organisation of the Landscape:
Emergent Functionality
A faithful representation of the potential energy landscape is complicated by the high dimen-
sionality. In addition, the number of stationary points increases exponentially with system
size, [334;418;419] and the number of transition states per minimum is expected to increase lin-
early. [420] This increase in connectivity cannot be effectively represented by surfaces in three
dimensions. [316] A common alternative approach is to project the landscape onto lower dimen-
sions, using order parameters or collective variables, but such methods will inevitably lose
information and average out properties of the landscape. [246–254]
Kunz and Berry [349;350] suggested representing the landscape using monotonic sequences,
defined as a series of minima and connecting transition states, where the energy of the min-
ima decreases. A set of sequences that lead to a particular minimum constitute a monotonic
sequence basin, which should be related to the idea of a folding funnel [284] discussed in §4.1.
In the present contribution we visualise the potential or free energy landscape using dis-
connectivity graphs, following Becker and Karplus. [275] To construct a disconnectivity graph, a
fixed energy interval, ∆E, is chosen, and a superbasin analysis is conducted at a discrete series
of energies separated by ∆E. A superbasin analysis at energy E classes the local minima into
disjoint sets. Two minima are in the same superbasin if there is a discrete path (i.e. a series of
local minima and intervening transition states) on which no point has an energy higher than
E. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 1. This construction is similar to ‘energy lid’ and
‘energy threshold’ procedures; [421–424] calculating transition states directly reveals the precise
organisation of the landscape very efficiently. Each superbasin is represented by a node at the
corresponding energy. Nodes between neighbouring energy levels are connected if they are the
same superbasin or superbasins that have merged at the higher energy. The arrangement of
nodes on the horizontal axis is arbitrary, and is usually chosen to provide the clearest represen-
tation, where lines do not cross. However, the nodes can also encode additional information, for







Figure 1: Construction of a disconnectivity graph. The dashed lines indicate the discrete series
of energies used for the superbasin analysis. The blue dots represent the nodes for the basins
at each of the energies, and the red lines are the disconnectivity graph.
Disconnectivity graphs provide a powerful way to think about potential and free energy
landscapes, which immediately provided new insight when applications to existing databases
were presented. [14] We emphasise that our calculations of thermodynamic properties and rates
employ densities of states calculated for the individual minima and transition states, as outlined
in §5. Usually we use normal mode analysis and a harmonic approximation to characterise the
corresponding partition functions and minimum-to-minimum rate constants. However, once
a database has been constructed, post-processing with anharmonic and quantum mechanical
descriptions can be used, [335;339–342] together with unimolecular rate theory beyond the simplest
transition state theory approximation, [320;321]
Free energy disconnectivity graphs can be calculated from the local partition functions, [353;426]
and regrouped into states that are expected to equilibrate rapidly compared to the rate-
determining step of interest, [343] if such a time scale separation exists. Regrouping schemes
can account for experimental details, by lumping states that are not distinguished experimen-
tally. The free energy disconnectivity graph can therefore be a function of the observation time
scale. [344] To quantify this connection we can associate the average lifetime τ with the reciprocal
rate constant, 1/k, assuming first order kinetics, and employ the Eyring-Polanyi formulation






where kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is Planck’s constant, and T is the temperature. For
a given observation time scale we then recursively regroup free energy minima separated by
barriers less than the corresponding value of G†. A simple example is provided for illustration
in Figure 2 for alanine dipeptide. [344] Here we distinguish enantiomers but not permutational
isomers, leading to two sets of three minima in the potential energy disconnectivity graph,
separated by a high barrier (Figure 2a). For an observation time longer than τ = 4.7× 10−12 s,
which corresponds to a regrouping threshold of 2.0 kcal/mol, the lowest two minima in each
of the two groups can interconvert, leading to the structure in Figure 2b. The three minima
in each of the two main branches merge when the observation time exceeds τ = 9.8 × 10−7 s






Figure 2: Disconnectivity graphs for alanine dipeptide when permutational isomers are lumped
together. [344] (a) Potential energy graph, (b) free energy graph for regrouping threshold
2.0 kcal/mol (τ = 4.7×10−12 s), and (c) free energy graph for regrouping threshold 9.3 kcal/mol
(τ = 9.8× 10−7 s). In each panel the two groups separated by the high barrier are enantiomers.
corresponding enantiomers would only become indistinguishable for observation times beyond
around τ = 5.7× 1048 s (not shown).
7.1 Self-Organisation is Encoded in Single Funnel Potential Energy
Landscapes
Applications of disconnectivity graphs to a diverse range of molecular and condensed matter sys-
tems provided new insight into how characteristic observables are encoded in the organisation of
the underlying potential energy landscape. [12;14;17] Self-organising or structure-seeking [351] sys-
tems, with efficient relaxation to a well-defined structure or structural ensemble, are associated
with ‘palm tree’ single funnel potential energy landscapes. [14] This motif assures that there is
a single free energy minimum, which is kinetically accessible over a wide range of temperature
or total energy. Examples are illustrated in Figure 3 for two atomic clusters, providing a
direct realisation of a minimally frustrated potential energy landscape that supports the ki-
netic pathways associated with funnelling characteristics in earlier work. [278;285;433;434] This is
the structure that we expect for biomolecules that have evolved to deliver a single function,
and ‘magic number’ clusters that emerge in molecular beams. It is important to recognise the
common features of these apparently very different systems, since fundamental insights and
advances in theory and simulation may be directly transferable. The initial application of ideas
from spin-glass theory to biomolecules provides an early example. [278]
Systems with a single funnel PEL are likely to be particularly remarkable, especially when









Figure 3: Disconnectivity graphs for 13- and 14-atom atomic clusters bound by the Lennard-
Jones potential [430] (denoted LJ13 and LJ14) with branches coloured according to the occupation
probability gradients for local minima α, ∂peqα (T )/∂T (see §4.1), as a function of temperature
at the melting point. [431] ǫ is the binding energy for a pair of atoms, and an illustration of the
global minimum is included for each graph. Both the Mackay icosahedral [432] global minimum
for LJ13 and the capped icosahedron for LJ14 have single funnel potential energy landscapes,
corresponding to the ‘palm tree’ motif associated with efficient relaxation to the global mini-
mum. [14] Panels (a) and (b) are for LJ13 where minima contributing (a) 90% and (b) 99% to
the calculated heat capacity are coloured blue and red for positive and negative ∂peqα (T )/∂T at
kBT/ǫ = 0.28. Analogous results are shown for LJ14 in panels (c) and (d). For LJ13 anharmonic
vibrational densities of states were employed in the heat capacity calculations, while for LJ14 a
simpler harmonic normal mode approximation was used. [431]
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case. [12;435;436] These landscapes are exceptional, but a key theme of the present contribution
is to highlight how this framework can be generalised to multifunctional systems. We first
consider the simplest extension for double-funnel PEL, where frustration exists in the form
of two competing morphologies, separated by a high barrier. This organisation provides the
possibility for the system to switch between alternative functions, perhaps tuned by application
of an external field, or interaction with alternative binding partners. Indeed, a double funnel
PEL may actually be a necessary condition for encoding such functionality.
7.2 Competing Structures: Characteristics of Double-Funnel
Landscapes
Double-funnel potential energy landscapes have been analysed extensively for atomic clusters.
The most interesting systems exhibit a low temperature heat capacity peak representing the
finite system analogue of a first-order phase transition. [12;16;338;437–444] At low temperature the
global free energy minimum corresponds to the global potential energy minimum, but at higher
temperature the greater entropy of the alternative low-lying morphology shifts the equilibrium
population to the other funnel. Hence a change in temperature represents the most straight-
forward means of switching the structure, and therefore potential functionality.
A quantitative analysis of contributions to the heat capacity, CV , can be developed within
the superposition framework for both harmonic and anharmonic formulations. [431] The total
heat capacity can be expressed in terms of occupation probability derivatives, ∂peqα (T )/∂T
(§4.1), for local minima α with respect to temperature, and the magnitude of the contributions
correlates with the probability flux, enabling us to identify the key states without defining a
structural order parameter. The sign of the derivative defines the low- and high-temperature
states involved in the transition that produces the heat capacity feature, while the magnitude
of the derivative determines the relative importance of the individual contributions to CV .
Colouring branches in the corresponding disconnectivity graph according to the sign of the
probability flux, and including only the states that make the largest contributions up to a
fixed fraction (for example, 90% or 99%) of the total, provides fundamental insight into how
the transition is encoded in the underlying landscape. This colouring scheme is used for the
atomic clusters in Figure 3, where there is a single high temperature heat capacity feature
corresponding to the finite system analogue of melting. Here we see that the melting transition
corresponds to probability flow from the global minimum (low energy, low entropy) to a much
larger number of high energy minima, in clear contrast to the low temperature transitions
described for CGN4-pLI in §8.
Double-funnel systems, where the global potential energy minimum is associated with
lower entropy and a relatively small fraction of configuration space, provide useful benchmark
problems for global optimisation and structure prediction. [437;445–447] Calculating equilibrium
thermodynamic properties for landscapes associated with broken ergodicity is also challeng-
ing. [12;16;338;437–444] Still harder is the computation of transition rates between the competing
morphologies, where atomic clusters once again provide benchmarks that enable rare events
methods to be tested and developed. [16;361;362;448–450] All of this methodology, for structure
prediction, enhanced thermodynamic sampling, and rare events dynamics, can be applied to
biomolecules that support multifunnel landscapes.
A particularly clear double funnel structure occurs for the bacterial regulatory protein
RfaH, [451;452] which exhibits an extreme case of fold-switching. The C-terminal domain (CTD)
of RfaH transitions from an α-helical hairpin structure to a five-stranded β-barrel scaffold.
In the α-helical state, the CTD is known to mask the RNA polymerase binding site on the
N-terminal domain (NTD) of RfaH, thereby regulating transcription. [453;454] However, in the
presence of a specific DNA target (the so-called ops site), [452;455;456] interactions between the
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transcribing RNAP and RfaH lead to domain separation, and the CTD refolds to the β-sheet
conformer. [454] This conformer then binds to ribosomal protein S10, ultimately assisting in
protein translation. [454] Hence, RfaH-CTD has two distinct folds with two specific functions,
which are encoded by two prominent funnels in the potential energy landscape, as shown in
Figure 4. [457]
Figure 4: (a) Potential energy and (b) free energy disconnectivity graphs for the isolated RfaH-
CTD. The lowest energy α-helical conformer (partially unfolded), the α-helical conformer with
maximum helical content (hairpin), and the β-barrel scaffold (i.e. the global minimum of the
PEL) are all illustrated on the graph. [457] For panel (b) the free energies were computed at 310K
with minima and transition states regrouped [343] based on an energy threshold of 5 kcalmol−1.
Selected free energy groups (G1–G3) are shown.
7.3 Multifunnel Landscapes for Biomolecules
The importance of proteins that exhibit heterogeneous structural ensembles in the absence of
specific binding partners is becoming increasingly apparent; a cross-section of recent activity
has recently appeared. [458] These systems are commonly referred to as intrinsically disordered
proteins, and in many cases they are associated with the ability to perform different functions
in response to alternative stimuli. Hence, we expect these molecules to exhibit multifunnel
potential energy landscapes, with incipient structure and properties that are realised under
specific conditions, which might be environmental, or linked to association with a membrane or
a particular ligand. A corresponding multifunnel organisation of the potential energy landscape
could encode these incipient characteristics.
A detailed description of the potential energy landscape for such a protein was presented
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for the p53 upregulated modulator of apoptosis (PUMA) peptide. [18] It revealed a number of
distinct funnels separated by energy barriers that are large compared with the available thermal
energy at physiological temperatures. Furthermore, the most heavily populated structures at
equilibrium are not those observed in bound complexes, suggesting an induced fit binding
mechanism. While this observation may seem to violate the principle of minimal frustration,
it can be argued that induced fit means that the peptide is optimised within a certain set of
environmental conditions and the binding partner is one of these factors. Hence the landscape
becomes minimally frustrated in the presence of a binding partner, rather than in isolation.
This point of view further implies that upon binding the landscape changes to provide a bias
towards a single structural ensemble, i.e. the bound state. Consequently, we still may consider
the functionality and sequence of PUMA to be evolved for specific functions. A number of
examples are now known to exhibit similar behaviour. [458–460]
The evolution of PUMA is likely to contrast with peptide sequences that are prone to
aggregation, such as aFFE and GNNQQNY. These fragments of amyloid-forming proteins are
interesting because they retain aggregation behaviour at small sizes. However, the disorder in
these systems is not a consequence of evolution towards biological functionality, so we do not
expect them to exhibit the same characteristics as IDPs. Given enough monomers aggregation
arises because there is no competing structural ensemble on the landscape.
Similar observations apply for amyloid-β, [245] where we identify multifunnel landscape, in
agreement with experimental studies [461] and expectations that amyloid-forming peptides are
disordered. [462;463] However, in contrast to KFFE, there are clear separations between distinct
structural ensembles for amyloid-β dimers (see Figure 5). This feature persists for larger
assemblies, [245] and is associated with kinetically insurmountable energy barriers, likely limit-
ing the possibility of equilibration in experiment. The occurrence of disorder in these systems
has been a focus of research, largely driven by the implication of aggregation in a number of
diseases. Interpretation of these landscapes in terms of the principle of minimal frustration
is an interesting open question. One possibility is that evolution of these sequences to avoid
aggregation behaviour has not yet progressed very far, perhaps because amyloid diseases are
often associated with ageing, and the rapid increase in life expectancy is a relatively recent
phenomenon. Alternatively, these proteins may perhaps have evolved in constrained environ-
ments, and away from these conditions small perturbations lead to a dramatic deviation from
the usual functionality.
For small peptides intrinsic disorder may not produce numerous competing funnels in the
landscape. For example, the KFFE monomer and the hormones oxytocin and vasopressin have
all been characterised as intrinsically disordered, but their energy landscapes are not multi-
funneled. These peptides are simply too small to accommodate a large number of competing
interactions, or to have a large number of strong interactions that would define a particularly
stable, native fold in the first place. The observed structural flexibility is therefore a result of
relatively low stabilisation of the global minimum compared to denatured structures, rather
than due to the competition of a large number of different folds.
A multifunnel landscape has also been characterised for a four-fold telomere repeat in DNA,
which forms a variety of G-quadruplex structures. [464] These repeat base sequences play a key
role in preventing damage to the termini of chromosomes, with quadruplex formation decreasing
the activity of the telomerase enzyme, which normally maintains the length of the repeat
sequences. A combinatorial number of arrangements can be constructed for the G tetrads, some
of which are physically realisable. The complexity of the resulting multifunnel landscape makes
low-dimensional projections problematical, and leads to long time scales for interconversion of
alternative morphologies. [464;465]
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Figure 5: Distribution of the potential energy for local potential energy minima of Aβ42
monomers, dimers and pentamers, KFFE monomers and dimers, PUMA and oxytocin and va-
sopressin. The difference between IDPs and small peptides like KFFE and oxytocin is clearly
visible. Furthermore, the separation of structural ensembles in larger assemblies for Aβ42, which







Figure 6: Disconnectivity graph for a binary atomic structural glass-former where transition
states corresponding to cage-breaking (top) and non-cage-breaking rearrangements (bottom)
are removed to analyse the organisation (adapted with permission). [466] Groups of minima that
retain mutual connectivity are coloured according to the energy at which they are disconnected
from the rest of the graph, defined in the colour scale on the vertical axis. The model is a
periodically repeated supercell containing sixty atoms of two types, A and B. ǫAA is the unit
of energy, and corresponds to the pair well depth for two A atoms. [466]
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Structural glasses are probably the most extreme example of multifunnel landscapes, and
visualisation for a variety of systems has produced direct insight into the glass transition. [466–469]
We reproduce an example here to highlight the complexity that results from competition be-
tween a combinatorial number of low-lying amorphous minima, providing a distinct contrast
with the landscapes visualised for biomolecules. As the available thermal energy decreases,
the system becomes localised in a diminishing region of configuration space on any given finite
observation time scale. The local properties within any one of these regions are essentially
the same, since each one comprises a similar set of amorphous local minima (Figure 6). The
region that the system relaxes into will depend on the starting conditions and the cooling rate.
This scenario is basically consistent with the model that underlies random first order transition
theory. [470;471]
Figure 6 reveals both the multifunnel character and additional hierarchical organisation,
which becomes clear when the pathways corresponding to individual transition states are clas-
sified in terms of cage-breaking rearrangements for individual atoms. Here, the cage refers to
the set of nearest-neighbours surrounding a given atom, so that cage-breaking events are nec-
essary for atomic diffusion. Removing the corresponding transition states (top panel of Figure
6) and colouring the disjoint sets of minima that can interconvert without a cage-break, reveals
additional hierarchical organisation. [466] The top panel is fragmented into regions that have
been identified with ‘metabasins’, while the graph in the lower panel remains highly connected,
indicating that most minima can still interconvert if cage-breaking pathways are retained and
non-cage-breaking pathways are removed.
Although the origin of the glass transition seems clear from the organisation of the potential
energy surface, the associated observable properties are much more subtle, because they depend
upon the progressive decrease of accessible configuration space as a function of the observation
time scale and cooling schedule. The precise energy and length scales that define the landscape
are also system dependent, although the characteristic hierarchical organisation is analogous
for the model glass formers that have been visualised so far. [466–469]
8 Further Examples
The suggestion that multifunctional biomolecules are expected to exhibit multifunnel energy
landscapes has a number of consequences, and opens up new research avenues. For example, a
multifunnel scenario introduces significant energy barriers on the energy landscape, which may
lead to problems of broken ergodicity for simulations, and require us to consider the effect of
time scale resolution in experiment. With respect to the principle of minimal frustration, the
question arises of how evolution has optimised multifunctional biomolecules. There is also the
issue of how perturbations such as ligand binding, solvation conditions, or external fields, may
shift the stability or occupation of alternative structural ensembles.
The interplay of sequence alterations, i.e. point mutations, with evolutionary optimisa-
tion, and the balance of stability between morphologies is particularly interesting. Nelson and
Onuchic [289] showed that the principle of minimal frustration stabilises energy landscapes with
respect to sequence mutations for single funnel landscapes. This result is based on the fact that
sequences have evolved to optimise native contacts to support the native state, leading to a deep
funnel. Their results indicate that if a polypeptide still folds after a sequence mutation, the
adopted native fold will closely resemble the original native structure, and the energy landscape
will only exhibit subtle differences. Selection pressures influencing the stability, and hence the
overall molecular functionality, should therefore affect the evolution of sequences. [287;288]
A study by Tina et al. [472] used a coarse-grained model to test the effects of mutations in
more detail. Between a third and a half of the mutations were found to change the folding time,
but preserve the native state. However, some mutations actually led to misfolding, changing
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the energy landscape more significantly. This result was confirmed using amino acid propen-
sities. [473] Considering the sequence space and comparing the relative stability with respect to
mutations, it was shown that there are ‘superfunnels’ centred around very robust sequences. [290]
Further work showed that the changes in interactions are non-linear, and particularly large shifts
upon mutation are observed when hydrophilic residues are added in a hydrophobic region, dis-
turbing the secondary structure. [474] In general, these results imply that stability with respect
to mutations is only marginal, and is shifted by more disruptive mutations. [475;476] More re-
cently, it was shown that mutations change the populations of different structural ensembles
and folding pathways, [477] modulate protein-ligand association, [478] and lead to shifts in the free
energy landscape of biomolecules. [479;480]
We have recently analysed how sequence mutations change multifunnel energy landscapes. [19;481]
Across a number of examples, including proteins and RNA, the principle of minimal frustration
holds in a more generalised way. In multifunctional systems the energy landscape was found to
exhibit an extended minimal frustration by exhibiting the minimum number of funnels neces-
sary to support the distinct structural ensembles required for functionality. In this section we
discuss two examples in more detail, namely the coiled-coil GCN4-pLI [482] and ubiquitin. [483]
Both systems are the focus of active contemporary research, and hence a wealth of exper-
imental data is available. The coiled-coil is a common motif in biological systems, [484] with
the leucine zipper of the yeast transcription factor GCN4 [485] and the derived family of coiled-
coils [486] of particular interest. Depending on the solvent and the exact sequence, multiple
oligomer sizes for these coiled-coils have been observed, [487;488] and further competition exists
between parallel and antiparallel alignments of the α-helices. This competition is likely to be
encoded in a multifunnel energy landscape, [489] and FRET experiments [490] have been used to
observe the balance between two such states for the Rop dimer, another coiled-coil, confirming
this picture, following theoretical predictions of a multifunneled scenario. [491] In the CGN4-pLI
tetramer [486] a single point mutation leads to the crystallisation of two different configurations,
while in the wild type only one is observed. [492]
The ubiquitination of proteins is one of the two main post-translational protein modifica-
tions, [493] making ubiquitin a versatile, important and, appropriately, a ubiquitous component
of biological systems. [494] A large number of similar crystal structures have been reported for
ubiquitin (Ub configuration). [495] While some dynamic regions of ubiquitin are known, for exam-
ple the four C-terminal residues, and the β1/β2-loop, [496–498] hydrogen-exchange experiments
have been reproduced using a single-funnel picture. [499] In phophorylated ubiquitin, a signifi-
cant structural change was observed, revealing a second conformation with a slipped C-terminal
region moving the β5-strand and changing the Ser65-loop in crystal structures [500] and NMR ex-
periments. [501] Recently, Gladkova et al. [502] reported that an analogous retracted conformation
(Ub-CR) exists in unphosphorylated ubiquitin, with important implications for the Ser65 phos-
phorylation, which is linked to mitophagy, the process of isolation and clearance of damaged
parts of the mitochondria. [503;504]
In both systems we have found that the energy landscape for the native sequence exhibits
two funnels (see Figure 8 and 7, panel (a)). For the coiled-coil these funnels correspond
to the parallel and antiparallel alignments, and for ubiquitin they are the canonical and the
retracted configurations. In the coiled-coil example the higher energy funnel is inaccessible
at physiological temperatures, [482] but for ubiquitin it has a small but significant occupation
probability. [502] Modelling ubiquitin in terms of single funnel therefore can therefore describe
some properties well; [499] however, as experimental resolution increases and our understanding
of complex biological process increases, the multifunnel scenario becomes more important.
In both cases single point mutations alter the experimentally observed behaviour, [492;502]
which can be explained by a detailed study of the pathways between the funnels (see for
example Figure 8 b, c and d). [482;483] More generally we have found that sequence mutations
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introduce a number of changes in the energy landscape: the existing funnels shift in width
and depth, the relative energies and barriers between the corresponding ensembles change, and
ultimately new funnels may appear while others may disappear.
The multifunnel character of the landscape, apparent from disconnectivity graphs, may pro-
duce a number of characteristic observable features, as discussed for double-funnel landscapes
in §7.2. One example is the analysis of the heat capacity for the coiled-coil (see Figure 7 c
and d), where a clear difference between the heat capacity curves is observed between na-
tive and mutant sequence, [482] associated with thermal accessibility of both competing states
in the mutant. Furthermore, the distribution of the minima in potential energy reveals clear
and distinct structural ensembles for the different funnels (see Figures 7e and 8e). From the
structure-function paradigm, these different ensembles are expected to have complementary
functions. The distribution of transition states in potential energy tracks the distribution for
the minima, which can be viewed partly as a consequence of the Hammond postulate [505] or
the Bell-Evans-Polanyi principle. [428;506] These trends in turn can be understood from catastro-
phe theory. [12;507] The separation of structural ensembles contrasts markedly with results for
intrinsically disordered peptides, where there are no distinct features in the potential energy
distribution of minima corresponding to the multiple funnels in a disconnectivity graph (see
Figure 5).
Another consequence of point mutations is increased frustration, which correlates with
greater structural variation. [19] As a consequence, alterations of naturally occurring sequences
to obtain new functionality, as well as de novo sequence designs, will most likely exhibit frus-
trated landscapes, leading to a number of competing structural ensembles and functions. The
design process should therefore aim to reduce the frustration, while at the same time improv-
ing the functionality. The mutational basin-hopping approach has recently been developed to
realise these conditions. [508]
9 Conclusions
In this report we have attempted to summarise recent developments in our understanding of
potential energy landscapes, focusing on biomolecules, and providing context in terms of earlier
models and alternative experimental, theoretical, and computational approaches. The associ-
ation of distinct functions with alternative structural ensembles and corresponding features of
the landscape provides a common framework for explaining emergent properties and design-
ing new targets, which should be applicable throughout molecular science. The examples we
have highlighted include double-funnel and multiple-funnel landscapes, and we have compared
molecules where multifunctional capabilities have evolved with systems where disorder probably
has no functional role.
Continuing improvements in theory and computational methods should provide access to
larger and more elaborate systems in future work. The current state-of-the-art can provide
the foundations to advance our understanding and design of functionality on new scales of
complexity.
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